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TLP Goals

Deepen content knowledge
Reflect on the practice of teaching
Become a resource to colleagues



This is not a place for you to do something you 
can do in your own home or classroom; this is 
a space to learn from others and to develop a 
network of people that can support you as you 
work at home or in your classroom;



TLP Goals

Deepen content knowledge
Reflect on the practice of teaching
Become a resource to colleagues
– Why
– How



The why…

Teachers are the solution to improving the 
system
Strong cadre of connected teachers can change 
the landscape of what happens in classrooms
Advocate for good mathematics for all 
students
Help provide guidance and direction for 
colleagues to build a larger cadre  



The how…working groups

Targeted groups
– Lesson study
– TLP Live (academic year online discussions)
– Online geometry course
– Online statistics course
– YouTube PCMI presence
– Undergraduate course

Professional development focus



How it will happen

Task will be to design a professional 
development activity you can use with your 
colleagues in your school, district, region,…

Or that others can use with their colleagues.

The format of the end product depends on your 
goal and the format you think will work for 
that goal.



How
Task will be to design a professional 
development activity you can use with your 
colleagues in your school, district, region,…
Or that others can use with their colleagues.
Around standards or issues related to teaching 
and learning math

What is different in terms of content? 
Pedagogy? Sequence?
Why did the standards authors make some 
changes?



Process

Choose a topic- that is focused and not overly 
ambitious - manageable for a 1 hour pd session
Consider how that topic fits into a coherent 
learning progression or will support teaching 
and learning in some way
Identify a clear learning goal for the pd
session- what do you want your colleagues to 
take away from the hour related to teaching 
and learning math that they did not know 
before they came?  



Why learning goals? 

specify the essential knowledge, skills and 
dispositions participants should take from the 
experience; 
shape the structure of the experience; 
guide the selection of instructional materials;
suggest interventions to support the learners 
suggest the types of evidence needed to determine if 
the goals have been achieved.



Things to consider
Avoid:

Spending too much time searching the resources
Being overly ambitious in scope
Not involving everyone in the process

Do:
Set your own  interim goals-time line for your 
work
Listen to everyone
Be willing to compromise



The process
The results will not be perfect at the end of the 
3 weeks, but as you and others use your work, 
things will be modified and adjusted to 
maximize the  benefit to your colleagues.



The process
and even more importantly,  

the process of figuring out what you jointly 
can contribute to help folks think about the 
teaching and learning math – what is different 
and how – both content and process of 
teaching - can be a venue for individual growth
and an interesting and rewarding  experience 
learning from and collaborating with others 
where individual ideas can broaden and 
expand the teams’ work.
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